Internet of Things

Things Evolved
Enabling Your Business Like Never Before
There was a time when a watch was just a watch; a house was just a house.
Fleet trucks were just fleet trucks. But things evolved. They became
smarter, better, more efficient. They changed the way business is done,
the way processes work.

The Internet of Things (IoT)
is Offering Transformational
Possibilities
Whether your organization is looking to
improve operational efficiency, differentiate
your products, improve customer service or
add new revenue streams to your business,
Arrow’s IoT solution was built to help take your
business to the next level.

Are You Ready?
Get to Market Quickly and
Efficiently with Arrow eVolve
Arrow eVolve is the only comprehensive IoT
solution available that accounts for the entire
journey of the device – from sensor to
analytics to sunset. Leverage our expertise
and vast supplier network to get your products
to market quickly and cost effectively.

– Arrow IoT Customer

It’s Time for “Things” to eVolve

Why Arrow eVolve:

Our comprehensive IoT solution accounts for
the entire journey of the device from sensor to
analytics to sunset. It considers for what the
sensors capture, how the captured data moves
into a storage platform, and how it is
interpreted. It even comprises the lifetime
solution cycle of break/fix, repair or
repurpose. Further, eVolve eliminates the
security concerns often associated with IoT, by
removing vulnerabilities, adding encryption
and access control, and preventing security
breaches at every level.

> Have an experienced guide through the
entire process to transition innovative
IoT ideas into commercial products.

eVolve Solution:
Design: Of the hardware (sensors, boards), the
software tools and connectivity.
Operate: The platforms on which the
solutions will operate, including public cloud,
private cloud and hybrid cloud.
Optimize: Allows for analytics, app ntegration,
middleware, machine learning and Big Data.
Restore: Value recovery: break/fix, repair and
restore (on-site or remotely).

arrow.com | iot.arrow.com • evolve@arrow.com

“Arrow doesn’t provide
the solution, Arrow IS
the solution.”

> Gain access to a global ecosystem of
vendors, partners, products
and services from the world’s leading
manufacturers. We take you through all
the different options, and provide you
with good, better and best options.
> Eliminate the security concerns often
associated with IoT, by removing
vulnerabilities , adding encryption and
access control, and preventing security
breaches at every level.
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Arrow Electronics is
committed to guiding
businesses and people to
their future, better selves.
Contact us today to get started:
iot.arrow.com | evolve@arrow.com
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